
We proudly serve with "Made in USA" wires to the industryWe proudly serve with "Made in USA" wires to the industry
Our wires are manufucturedOur wires are manufuctured    under ASTM standards Monounder ASTM standards Mono
Fence mainly supplies industrial, high carbon and chainlinkFence mainly supplies industrial, high carbon and chainlink
wireswires  

Operating with the experience and expertise brought on byOperating with the experience and expertise brought on by
more than 45 years in trade and manufacturing of industrialmore than 45 years in trade and manufacturing of industrial
products, MONOproducts, MONO    Fence maintains its mission for the sectorFence maintains its mission for the sector
with awareness of responsibility, also it has undertaken forwith awareness of responsibility, also it has undertaken for
adding value to our customers.adding value to our customers.

Please contact us if you should have any questions aboutPlease contact us if you should have any questions about
product or wholesaling opportunities.product or wholesaling opportunities.

Wine Yard andWine Yard and
Trellis WireTrellis Wire  

Galvanized WireGalvanized Wire High Tensile WireHigh Tensile Wire

Barbed WireBarbed Wire

www.monofence.comwww.monofence.com

WIRESWIRES



VINE YARD AND TRELLIS WIREVINE YARD AND TRELLIS WIRE

Vineyard and trellis wire is produced in a variety of gauge sizes, coating weights and packages, depending onVineyard and trellis wire is produced in a variety of gauge sizes, coating weights and packages, depending on
what is needed for the particular vineyard or trellis system.what is needed for the particular vineyard or trellis system.  
MonoMono    Fence keeps in mind that there are as many different types of wire and trellis system as there areFence keeps in mind that there are as many different types of wire and trellis system as there are
vineyards and growers, and we are able to supply what ever vineyard wire type that is requested.vineyards and growers, and we are able to supply what ever vineyard wire type that is requested.

MMost commonly requested vineyard wire on the West Coast is continuous wire that is delivered on wire carriersost commonly requested vineyard wire on the West Coast is continuous wire that is delivered on wire carriers
containing 1,500 to 2,000 pounds of wire.containing 1,500 to 2,000 pounds of wire.  
The gauges of wire most generally used are, 14, 13, 12, 11 and 10 gauges with a Class I zinc coating.The gauges of wire most generally used are, 14, 13, 12, 11 and 10 gauges with a Class I zinc coating.
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BARBED WIREBARBED WIRE

Mono Fence galvanized barbed wire is a perfect product for challenging conditions with its flawless coating,Mono Fence galvanized barbed wire is a perfect product for challenging conditions with its flawless coating,
deterring barbs and a long service life.deterring barbs and a long service life.
Depending to its durable structure, the product can be used in wide areas with very little support and provideDepending to its durable structure, the product can be used in wide areas with very little support and provide
significant cost efficiency.significant cost efficiency.

GALVANIZED WIREGALVANIZED WIRE

Hot dip galvanized wires are produced precisely according to customer demands. The processes thatHot dip galvanized wires are produced precisely according to customer demands. The processes that
galvanized wires go through steps of annealing, acid-f lux pickling and molten zinc plating. The biggestgalvanized wires go through steps of annealing, acid-f lux pickling and molten zinc plating. The biggest
advantages of our galvanized wires are their resistance to rust and long service life. Hot dip galvanized wires areadvantages of our galvanized wires are their resistance to rust and long service life. Hot dip galvanized wires are
mostly used in producing; barbed wire, wire mesh, panel fence, pvc coated wire, hanger wire and etc.mostly used in producing; barbed wire, wire mesh, panel fence, pvc coated wire, hanger wire and etc.

HIGH TENSILE WIREHIGH TENSILE WIRE

Galvanized high tensile wire features a single-strand design that allows it to be used for pasture fencing, tying,Galvanized high tensile wire features a single-strand design that allows it to be used for pasture fencing, tying,
or bundling. Offered in coils chose the coating option that matches your needs of coating coating for addedor bundling. Offered in coils chose the coating option that matches your needs of coating coating for added
durability and longevity in all types of environmental and operational conditions.durability and longevity in all types of environmental and operational conditions.
Designed for general fencing jobs, temporary fencing needs and cost-efficient fencing, our high tensile smoothDesigned for general fencing jobs, temporary fencing needs and cost-efficient fencing, our high tensile smooth
wire allows for increased post spacing with low maintenance.wire allows for increased post spacing with low maintenance.  


